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IRT Group Navigates Change with Increased Insight & Efficiency 
Leo Carr

Company Background 

IRT Group’s mission, to improve 
housing and care for older 
Australians, requires the ability to 
react quickly to fluctuating 
occupancy and funding levels and 
to optimise resources. However, 
as the organisation grew, 
forecasting and reconciliation for 
its 100 cost centres became 
increasingly labour-intensive and 
left limited time for strategic 
planning. The only way for the 
finance team to deliver increased 
insight was to transform its 
planning and forecasting 
processes completely.  

Deciding to adopt the Adaptive 
Insights Business Planning Cloud, 
IRT engaged ABM Systems to 
manage the implementation and 
set up different drivers for 
planning and forecasting.  

Client Challenges 
 

Siloed data and planning: 
Reliance on spreadsheets for 
planning and collaboration 
made it challenging to maintain 
a single source of truth. 

Labour-intensive forecasting: 
Manual, error-prone 
consolidation limited forecast 
frequency and accuracy. 

No time for analysis: The 
finance team worked long 
hours to complete essential 
tasks like reporting. 

Outcome 

Streamlined and collaborative 
planning: IRT now has a single 
source of truth, which is updated 
in real-time for faster, more 
accurate budgeting. 

Increased forecast frequency: 
More detailed, accurate forecasts 
can be prepared in just three 
weeks and are produced twice per 
year. 

Strategic insights: Reports can be 
produced with a single click in 
OfficeConnect, and the impact of 
changes to occupancy or funding 
can be analysed almost 
immediately. 

“The intuitive nature of Adaptive 
Insights combined with the support 
we’ve had from ABM Systems has 

made it easy for us to manage and 
extract value from the software. 
With more time and insight into 
the numbers, we can also have 
better conversations with our 

divisional CFOs and identify what 
we need to do to hit our budget.” 

 

- Jason Gaudiosi  
Management Accountant, IRT 

The finance team also has 
increased forecast frequency, 
which helps IRT react faster to 
change, all while enabling more 
visibility into key drivers like 
funding.  

Monthly reporting, which caused 
late nights and headaches, can be 
done with a simple click.  

The solution has streamlined 
planning for IRT and eliminated 
the pain of consolidating data 
from cost centres.  
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Solution Overview 
Organisation 

•  IRT Group 

Industry 

• Aged Care 

Sector 

• Private 

Challenges 

• Siloed data and planning 

• Labour-intensive forecasting 

• No time for analysis  

Solution 

• Adaptive Insights for Finance 

Benefits 

• Statutory and board report packs 

• Easy scenario modelling with 
unlimited planning versions 

• Aged Care specific modelling of 
revenue, occupancy & facilities 
management  

• Workforce personnel modelling with 
award & grade lookup functionality 

• Capital planning & asset 
management 

• Development project planning 

• Sensitivity analysis 

• Centralised planning controls, 
formulas & assumptions. 

• Rich array of financial and non-
financial metrics, ratios and KPIs 

• Automated Integration with multiple 
external data sources 

 

 

 

 

 

 


